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Promoting Teacher Resilience:
Keeping Your Flame Burning Bright



Educational Objectives for this 
Session

One hour from now you will:
1) Have a deeper understanding of the nature of 

resilience.
2) Be able to apply a practical framework for 

better understanding your own resilience.
3)  Be able to implement a few select strategies for 

promoting your own resilience. 

No magic bullets, 
Maybe some helpful buckshot



Your Presenter

• Been researching 
resilience for 25+ 
yrs.
• Published articles 

& assessments
• Presented widely
• Still unnerved by 

current situation



Resilient educators are “off the gradient”

One Two Three Four Five Six Seven Eight

Risk Factors

High Teacher

Effectiveness

Low Teacher

Effectiveness

Masten (2001)



What is Resilience?

“Resilience means the personal and community 
qualities that enable us to rebound from adversity, 
trauma, tragedy, threats, or other stresses - and to go on 
with life with a sense of mastery, competence, and 
hope.”

(New Freedom Commission, 2003) 
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First category - major life events
About half of adults (49%) report a major 
stressful event in the past year

Illness & disease (27%)
Death of a loved one (16%)
Problems with work (13%)
Life Changes (9%)

(RWJ, The Burden of Stress in America, 2014)



Most adults also experience monthly hassles
Too many responsibilities (54%)
Finances (53%)
Work issues (53%)
Own health (38%)
Health problems of family members (37%)
Unhappy with appearance (28%)



NEED PHOTOJuggling Schedules (48%)

Hearing about Government and Politicians (44%)

Watching, Listening, Reading the News (40%)

Household Tasks (39%)

Commuting to Work (35%)

Losing Something (30%)

Everyday!



Current 
Crisis is a 
Triple 
Whammy! 

Yet many teachers continue to meet 
expectations, do their jobs well and not 
only teach, but care for and support the 
students in our schools. They demonstrate 
resilience!



They have the 
benefit of 
Protective Factors 
in their lives

Characteristics, events 
or processes that 
decrease the impact 
of a risk factor and  
the likelihood of an 
adverse outcome
(Kazdin, 1997)



Risk and Protective Factors

Outcome

Negative:  
Vulnerability

Positive: 
Resilience

Protective Factors
Environmental

Personal 

Familial

Risk Factors

Environmental

Familial

Personal



Resilience Can Be Developed

• Resilience is malleable – PFs can be added and 
strengthened
• Resilience can change over time – reason for hope
• “Quotidian” resilience – the power of everyday 

experience
• Four key personal protective factors, six simple, 

daily practices



1. Finding Meaning in Crisis

He who has a why to live for can 
endure almost any how.

Friedrich Nietzsche

Strategy:
What Difference Does it 

Make?

For your students?
For their families?
For your school?

For you?



2. Keeping Perspective
Strategies

Gratitude Ramble (Positive Psychology.com)

Gratitude on Cue



3. Personal Agency

Emmy Werner – resilient 
children had much higher 
internal locus of control

Span of control and the 
proximal step

Strategy
Take Five



4. Optimism and 
CourageStrategies

Even If
Family History



Final 
Thoughts

Thank You


